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Introduction 

 

This end of engineering study internship presents the data processing and 

exploitation of the SkyTEM Antarctica Project, made as a HydroGeophysics Group worker. 

This group is a high level research and engineering entity belonging to Aarhus University 

which performs surveys and improvement studies of several geophysical methods, 

processing and inversion softwares development. Its specialty is Airborne 

ElectroMagnetism (AEM), with the SkyTEM system, applied to hydrological targets. 

SkyTEM Antarctica project is part of the United States Antarctica Program, and it is a 

pluridisciplinary project (with a biological component for instance). It concerns MacMurdo 

Dry Valleys, where many non geophysical studies have been performed with only few 

results. This is a new type of target for airborne electromagnetism, which is quite 

challenging. Indeed, are AEM methods effective in special environments like Antarctica, 

covered by resistive materials like ice and permafrost? This would open new perspectives 

of use of these methods. This will be discussed first by describing this project’s working 

environment (HydroGeophysics Group), then explaining how AEM works and detailing 

notions needed during this internship, and finally detailing this very project and its data 

exploitation. 
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I. HYDROGEOPHYSICS GROUP 

I.A. History 

 

Let us begin by introducing the company where this internship took place: 

In 1999, Aarhus University and the 13 counties of Denmark decided to collaborate, 

creating the HydroGeophysics Group (HGG). The starting project was to produce a national 

mapping of groundwater resources. With a whole project’s budget of around one billion 

Danish crowns (DKK, around 135 million euros), HGG’s role was to support the geophysical 

part of the survey (which lead to build the transient Airborne ElectroMagnetic (AEM) system 

called SkyTEM) as well as developing the processing software (today named Aarhus 

Workbench) and the inversion programs (which has lead to em1dinv, Embi and Scembi 

softwares). Parallel to HGG activities, several spin-off companies have been funded: 

 

 Dansk Geofysik: Specialized in geophysical consulting, was bought by a 

company in 2007. It was constituted of 35 people. 

 

 Aarhus Geophysics ApS: Created in 2005, Skyware became Aarhus 

Geophysics in 2008 and is nowadays composed of 4 people. Its consulting activities consist 

in the processing and inversion of airborne data through Aarhus Workbench software 

continuously developed at HGG.  

 

 

 SkyTEM Surveys ApS: Created in 2004, in charge of the commercialization of 

the SkyTEM system. Its size is around 25 people. It is this company which operates the 

system during surveys and collects the data. Today they operate all around the world with 

surveys in North Europe, Australia, North America, Brazil, South Africa and Antarctica. 
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I.B. Activities 

 

 Aarhus University has a department of geoscience which is divided into 4 parts: 

 Surface geology   Subsurface geology 

 Past climate  Hydro-geology / geophysics 

            (HGG belongs to this part) 

HGG’s post doc members are also teachers of geophysics, geology, and engineering 

for instance. Its current activities are covering all aspects of hydrogeophysics from the 

instruments development to the interpretation of surveys including software developments 

and consulting services. Through the different projects HGG is cooperating with geologists, 

hydrologists, decisions makers, and engineering consulting companies. With a focus on 

hydrology theme, the group has become specialist in the following geophysical techniques: 

 

 Airborne Time Domain ElectroMagnetism (TDEM) with the in-house SkyTEM system 

 Ground TDEM with the in-house WalkTEM system (today officially commercialized by 

the Norwegian company ABEM in a compact version) 

 Direct Current (DC) & Induced Polarization (IP)  

 Magnetic Resonance Sounding (MRS) 

 

 

Projects: 
 

It had, have and will have great projects such as: 

 

 Its original project with the Danish government: the national mapping of groundwater 

resources. 

 

 GeoMayotte: In cooperation with the French BRGM and Mayotte prefecture. It consist 

in a full mapping of the Mayotte volcanic island (between Africa and Madagascar), to map 

the geology, to know the landslides risks and to describe the salt water intrusions in 

underground water. 

 

 NiCA (nitrate reduction in a heterogeneous catchment): Danish project with the aim to 

model the reduction of the nitrates in the near-surface aquifers in order to apply an efficient 

management of the fertilizers to follow the European directives and to limit the economic 
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impacts of a homogeneous and probably less efficient blind restriction management. This 

project has lead to the construction of a new smaller version of the SkyTEM system more 

adapted to the prospection of the near-surface aquifers (top 30 m). SkyTEM results will be 

further implemented in the geostatistical modeling. 

 

 CO2-GS: This 3 years project (costing 26,490,576DK or 3,555,782€) is supported by 

a grant of the Danish Council for Strategic Research. Danish research institutions, foreign 

research from the USA, Switzerland, UK, Germany and several companies aim to develop 

technologies related to CO2 storage and safety in shallow aquifers. 

 

 CLIWAT project: Partnering with 14 other companies, universities and municipalities, 

this project aims to determine the climate change effect on ground water and water supplies 

in Denmark, Netherlands, Germany and Belgium. HGG used IP/DC for pollution plumes 

mapping, MRS for aquifer geometry and hydrological properties determination, and AEM for 

fresh and salt water mapping, even in areas where water flow is governed by clay-rich layers. 

 

 HyGEM: In collaboration with 6 Danish companies and research centers, 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO, Australia), the 

Geological Survey of Netherland (TNO) and the United States geophysical Survey (USGS). 

The geophysical survey of several areas in the world aims to enhance and develop 

automatic methods for hydraulic parameters estimation from geophysical methods. 

 

 The AQUIM project (India): A project is being prepared to map 6 areas in India as well 

as build capacities there, teach Indian geophysicists measurement and data processing of 

Airborne TEM applied to hydrology. 

 

 SkyTEM Antarctica project: This is the project this report is about. It is a 

multidisciplinary project supported by the United States National Science Foundation (NSF) 

and belongs to the United States Antarctica Program. Partner institutions also include 

University of Tennessee, Dartmouth College, Harvard University and New Mexico Tech for 

instance. It is an extensive survey of the McMurdo valley to map the hydrological system, 

geomorphic surfaces (permafrost, buried ice) and water salinity. This will be described more 

precisely in part III. 
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I.C. Structure 

 

Basically, HGG is a high level research group, but its activities make it more 

complicated than this. It actually also does exploration (surveys), data processing, hardware 

and software developments, as Figure 1 states. HGG has then a huge part of engineering 

activities. So to sum up it works as an engineering group with high research and 

development activities. 

 

 

Figure 1: Staff distribution in HydroGeophysics Group 

 

It is hard to separate people working on surveys from people working on geophysical 

methods development. Indeed, as Figure 2 states, postdoc geophysicists does both (and 

give courses in the university). 

 

 “Software development” involves development of four softwares and a customer 

service to locate bugs and figure out possible improvements: 

 

 Aarhus Workbench: data processing software, coded in Delphi. 

Compatible geophysical methods: SkyTEM and other transient AEM systems like 

VTEM, Aerotem, or TEMPEST, helicopter-borne (HEM) frequency domain like 

Resolve, EM3x (EM 31, EM38), DC. 

HGG's staff distribution 

Management and
administration

Geophysical surveys and
methods improvement

Softwares developpment
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 Em1dinv: 1D inversion software, coded in Fortran. 

Compatible with: TDEM, FEM (Frequency ElectroMagnetic), HEM, DC/IP, MT 

(Magneto Telluric), SWD (Surface Wave Dispersion). 

 

 Embi and Scembi: flight lines and survey area inversion software managers 

(linked to em1dinv which contains the inversion kernel). 

 

 

Figure 2: Organization of HGG's 2012 staff 

  

Esben Auken, HGG's 
manager and associate 
professor geophysicist 

Geophysics 

5 postdocs 

Working on surveys and 
improving methods on MRS, 

DC/IP and SkyTEM 

3 PhD students 

Developping methods on 
MRS, DC/IP and SkyTEM 

4 master students 

Working on surveys: 

-3  students on DC/IP 

-1 (me) on SkyTEM 

Software development 

3 postdoc and engineers 

2 technicians 

1 secretary 
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II. TRANSIENT AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC METHOD 

II.A. Theory on Airborne EM 

II.A.1. Principle of Electromagnetic in Geophysics 

 

The specialty of HydroGeophysics Group is airborne Time ElectroMagnetic (TEM) 

geophysical surveys. Here is the principle of ElectroMagnetism (EM) in geophysics: 

 

A transmitter coil (an antenna) is first carrying a constant electrical current. When this 

current is abruptly turned off its modification modifies the magnetic flux (i.e. the time 

derivative of the magnetic field) perpendicular to the loop, which corresponds to the primary 

field, according to Biot-Savart and Maxwell Ampere (equation (2)) laws. In the same time the 

conductive materials of the ground (e.g. clay layers, minerals, aquifers) acts like loops where 

Eddy currents (Faraday law, equation (1)) create an electromotive force (e.m.f.). This e.m.f. 

generates what is called a secondary field which is measured by the receiver coil. This one is 

recorded by a receiving coil which can have several configurations: positioned at the center 

of the emitting coil (central configuration), far from it (Offset configuration) or be the 

transmitter coil itself (coincident loop configuration). The primary field (which drops much 

quickly than the secondary field) is created by the transmitting coil, so it only depends on the 

system geometry chosen and the current used, whereas the secondary field is generated by 

the ground. Then the ground properties mainly “decide” on the behavior of this secondary 

field, which carries information about electric properties of the ground itself. 

 Figure 3 illustrates those magnetic fields and their dissipative property: the magnetic 

flux is applied to a wider and wider area while going further down from the source. Then, first  

deep objects receive less electromagnetic signal, and secondly receiver antenna have less 

signal from those deep formations, this is why there is a resolution loss with depth. The curve 

in Figure 3 shows the time relation between the electric current in the emitting loop for 

instance and the magnetic field induced after the turn-off of the current. 

 

How is exactly this signal linked with ground properties (here resistivity)? Basis of the 

EM theory are explained below, and Table 1 sums up physical quantities that are used in 

following explanations along with units and notation of them. We commonly use capital 

letters in the frequency domain and small letters for the time domain. 
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Figure 3: Scheme illustrating the primary and the secondary (magnetic) fields.The curve shows 

the relation between current and induced magnetic field in time. 

 

Table 1: Symbols, names and units of physical quantities in EM 

Symbol Name Unit 

 ⃗  Electric field N/C = V/m 

   Current density C/m².s 

 ⃗  Magnetic induction T 

  Time s 

  Electric conductivity S/m = C2·s·m-3·kg-1 

  Electric resistivity Ωm 

  Dielectric permittivity C/V.m = C².s²/kg.m3
 

  Magnetic permeability V.s/A.m = m.kg/C² 

 ⃗⃗  Magnetic field A/m = C/m.s 

 ⃗⃗  Dielectric displacement C/m² 

        
   H/m : The permeability of free space 

              
    F/m : The permittivity of free space 

 

Air 

Ground 

Emitting coil 
carrying 

Primary field 

Conductive object Eddy Currents 

Secondary 

field 

Receiving coil 

Electric current 
intensity 

Secondary  
field 

0 time 

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amp%C3%A8re_(unit%C3%A9)
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seconde_(temps)
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%A8tre
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kilogramme
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II.A.1.a) Maxwell’s equations 

 

The EM theory is based on Maxwell’s equations; let us begin by quoting the ones we 

will use:  

 The differential form of Faraday’s law, explaining how a magnetic field 

changing with time creates an electric field:  

          ⃗⃗      
  ⃗ 

  
     (1) 

 

 The differential form of the Maxwell-Ampere law, showing how a current or a 

changing electric field creates a magnetic field: 

     ⃗⃗   ⃗    *     
   

  
+     (2) 

 

In the frequency domain, a simple Fourier transform demonstrates that a time 

derivative is equivalent to a multiplication by iω (ω the angular frequency and i2=-1).  

Maxwell’s equations (1) and (2) can be written in the frequency domain as: 

        ⃗⃗   ⃗      ⃗      (3) 

          ⃗⃗   ⃗    [        ⃗ ]    (4) 

Constitutive laws state: 

 The relation between the magnetic induction and the magnetic field: 

 ⃗    ( ⃗⃗   ⃗⃗ )    ⃗⃗      (5) 

where M is the magnetization of the material. Often (especially in sedimentary 

environments), materials have low magnetic properties, so            ⃗     ⃗⃗  

 The relation between the dielectric displacement and the electric field, which 

characterizes the propagation phenomena in electromagnetics: 

   ⃗⃗     ⃗   ⃗    ⃗       (6) 

where P is the polarization. If we neglect it,      

 

 The relation between the current density and the electric field, the so-called 

Ohm law which characterizes the diffusion of the electromagnetic field: 

     ⃗        (7) 

 

Equations (3) and (5) imply   ⃗⃗   ⃗      ⃗        ⃗⃗    ̂ ⃗⃗ ,  where  ̂       
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Then      ⃗⃗   ⃗   ̂ ⃗⃗   ⃗       (8)  

And equations (4), (6) and (7)     ⃗⃗   ⃗    [        ⃗ ]          
 ⃗⃗   ⃗ 

  
  ⃗⃗   ⃗⃗    ⃗       ⃗   

Then with  ̂           ⃗⃗   ⃗⃗   ̂ ⃗   ⃗     (9) 

  

In regions containing magnetic (   
  ) or electric (   

  ) source current, equations (8) and 

(9) become: 

     ⃗⃗   ⃗   ̂ ⃗⃗      
       (10) 

           ⃗⃗   ⃗⃗   ̂ ⃗     
       (11) 

 

In TEM, diffusive phenomena (dissipation due to conductivity of materials) are way 

more important than propagative phenomena (linked with polarization and dielectric 

properties of materials). Indeed, low frequencies (corresponding to late times in the time 

domain) implies         ̂   , i.e. that displacement currents are neglected.  This is why 

TEM methods are used to retrieve ground resistivities and not dielectric properties, 

conversely to methods using higher frequencies like Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR). 

 

 

II.A.1.b) Formulating H with the Schelkunoff potential 

 

Electric and magnetic fields can be separated as due to electric or magnetic sources: 

    ⃗    ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗     ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗  and   ⃗⃗    ⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗    ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

 

According to Maxwell-Gauss law, as there is no isolated electric charge but current 

source, electric charge   out of the source is equal to zero. Then the differential form of 

Maxwell-Gauss law gives  ⃗⃗   ⃗     ⁄   , which means that the electric field   can be 

expressed as the rotational of a potential vector    named Schelkunoff potential: 

      ⃗    ⃗⃗          (12) 

  

Using in equation (12) in equation (10) allows derivation of the Helmholtz equations 

(Ward and Hohmann, p.144-147): 

                 
 ⃗⃗⃗⃗      (13)  

With k the wave number      ̂ ̂              
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Then, using equations (10) in (13) leads to: 

               ⃗⃗   ⃗   ̂ ⃗⃗     (14) 

Including (12), the definition of   , in (14) results in: 

                    ⃗⃗  (  ⃗⃗    )   ̂ ⃗⃗               (15) 

 

Then, for any vector field   , 

             ⃗⃗  ( ⃗⃗    )   ( ⃗⃗    )         (16) 

So using equality (16) in equation (15) allows to state 

            ⃗⃗  ( ⃗⃗    )   ̂ ⃗⃗    ( ⃗⃗    )        ̂ ⃗⃗  

  

This simplifies into 

     ( ⃗⃗    )        ̂ ⃗⃗     (17) 

 

As yzk ˆˆ²  , we can finally deduce  ⃗⃗  form equation (17): 

      ⃗⃗  
 

 ̂
 ( ⃗⃗    )   ̂       (18) 

 

This last relation will be further used to get the magnetic field by directly applying the spatial 

derivatives to the expression of the vector potential.  

 

 

II.A.1.c) Response of a layered ground 

 

In a layered (1D) ground, we can write       ⃗  . To solve            ⃗ , so to have 

an ordinary differential equation, a double Fourrier Transform has to be used: 

         
 

   
∬  ̃(       ) 

  (       )     
  

  
  (19) 

 

Then,              becomes equivalent to  
   ̃

   
    ̃    

With               
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Hypothesis: TEz 

 

In our case, because the loop is horizontal most of time and the ground assumed a 1D 

half space, the electric field has no vertical component (only x and y components). As electric 

field is perpendicular to the z axis, this can be called TEz field, an electric field transverse to z 

axis. Assuming a layered ground of N layers, the 0th being the air layer and the Nth an 

homogeneous half space, Ward and Hohmann (1988) demonstrated than the solution is: 

     ̃     
    (          

   )    (20) 

Where Fp is the amplitude of the incident field and rTE the reflection coefficient: 

10

10

ˆ

ˆ

YY

YY
r

TE






 

Admittances  ̂ and intrinsic admittances   are recursively calculated from the bottom 

to the top of the layered space with the formula: 

 ̂      and then   ̂    
 ̂          (    )

    ̂       (    )
  with    

  

 ̂ 
 and    

  

 ̂ 

 
hn being the thickness of the nth layer (with a total of N layers). 

 

In our case, the EM field is TEz, Ward and Hohmann (1988,p. 208) demonstrated: 

   
 ̂  

   
    

 (21)

 
Where m  is the moment, which depends on   the area of the emitting coil,    the 

number of turns it has and   the current in it: (in Ampere times square meters) 

                       (22) 

 

Including equation (21) in (20), we obtain: 

     ̃  
 ̂  

   
(    (   )      

  (   ))   (23) 

  

Then using (23) into double Fourrier transform (19) gives: 

   
 

   
∬

 ̂  

   
(    (   )      

  (   ))   (       )     
  

  

 

 

This can be simplified by sorting constants from the integral: 

   
 ̂  

   
∬

 

  
(    (   )      

  (   ))   (       )     
  

  
        (24) 
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Use of Hankel transform 

 

We want to integrate those vertical dipoles on the surface covered by the loop in an 

EM survey. A square loop can be approximated by a circular loop of the same area. Equation 

(8) can be formulated in terms of Hankel transform. Let us explain its calculation. 

 

Ward and Hohmann (1988, p. 204) notice that equation (24) is of type  

  ∬  (       ) 
 (       )     

  

  
        (25) 

We can set  

                  ( )       ( ) 

                ( )       ( ) 

 

Then equations (25) becomes 

  ∬  (       ) 
 (       )     

  

  
 ∫  ( )
 

 ∫        (   )     
  

 
      (26) 

 

We can then use the Bessel function of order zero    to write 

∫        (   )       (  )
  

 
       (27) 

 

Using (26) and (27), integral is now (formula of the Hankel transform): 

  ∬  (       ) 
 (       )     

  

  
   ∫  ( )   (  )  

 

 
   (28) 

 

Using (24) and (28) we can rewrite    

  (   )  
 ̂  

  
∫ (    (   )      

  (   ))
 

 

 

  
  (  )     (29) 

 As these dipoles are all over a circular loop of radius   in which a current   is used, 

we integrate (29), which leads after some manipulations (Ward and Hohmann, p.218-219) to: 

  (   )  
 ̂   

 
∫ (    |   |      

  (   ))
 

 

 

  
  (  )  (  )     (30) 

 

These Hankel transforms can only be computed numerically for a layered ground 

despite the computation method described here for a layered ground is analytical. Hankel 

transform algorithms, not detailed in this report, can be found in e.g. Guptsarma and Singh 

(1997).  
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Vertical magnetic field    can now be calculated using       ⃗   and (18): 

        
 

 ̂
(
  

   
   )       (31) 

 

Hypothesis: Central loop 

 

Using equation (30) in (31) and the simplification due to a central configuration (the 

receiver is in the center of the loop 1)(0
0

  J ) gives the following expression of 

the vertical magnetic field: 

     
  

 
∫ (    |   |      

  (   ))
 

 

  

  
  (  )    (32) 

 

Hypothesis: Homogeneous half-space 

 

Above a homogeneous half-space the reflection coefficient can be simplified to : 

u

u

YY

YY
r

TE















10

10

 

 

With this and being at the surface (     ), equation (32) simplifies to (Ward and 

Hohmann, 1988, p. 220): 

     ∫
  

   
  (  )  

 

 
  

 

    
[  (           )     ]  (33) 

 

 To know what happens in time domain, an inverse Laplace transform has to be 

applied to (33).  Knowing that     is the error function and   √     ⁄ , this leads to 

   
 

  
*
 

  √ 
       (  

 

     
    (  ))+ 

Which after time derivative leads to: 

   
   
  
  

 

    
 *    (  )  

 

√ 
  (       )      +   (34) 

 

This last equation (34) is more useful as what is measured is more often the derivative 

of the magnetic field than the field itself. 

For late times,  becomes small, then (applying constitutive law (5) to equation (34)): 

   
   

  
  

  
 
   
 
   

  √ 
  
 

  
   

  
  

  
 
   
 
   

  √ 
  
 

    (35) 
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The   ⁄  logarithmic slope obtained 

in equation (35) is very important and will 

be discussed in parts II.B and III.B. Figure 

4 illustrates it for homogenous grounds of 

10, 100 and 1000 Ωm resistivity. A higher 

resistivity has the effect of lowering 

     ⁄  and flattening the curve. 

 

We managed to get      ⁄  as a 

function of time t  and conductivity   of 

the ground; we can relate the measured 

signal to a ground physical property. This 

is the aim of geophysics.  

 

 

 

 

In practice 

 

For SkyTEM surveys, a high accuracy is needed, and we are not in a real central loop 

configuration. The approximation of a circular loop is not made either. Actually, electric 

dipoles are integrated over the polygonal shape of the loop instead of integrating magnetic 

dipoles over the loop area. The vertical magnetic field for a unit horizontal electric dipole is 

expressed as (Ward and Hohmann,1988, p. 233): 
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Where I is the current through the dipole and ds the length of the same dipole. 

 

II.A.2. Temporal and frequency domains 

 

In EM geophysics, there are two main domains of acquisition, Frequency 

ElectroMagnetic (FEM) and Transient or Time domain ElectroMagnetic (TEM). 

 
Figure 4: Illustration of dbdt slope. Result of 

homogenous grounds modeling using SkyTEM 

Antarctica project antenna configuration (here 

only High Moment, HM, is represented). 
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-FEM: Those methods consist in transmitting a continuous harmonic signal and 

measuring the in-phase and out-of-phase parts of what is passing through the receiver coils: 

both primary and secondary fields simultaneously. The only way to discern the secondary 

field from the primary one is to know very accurately the primary field, i.e. the exact loop 

geometry. This is called frequency-domain method (or Frequency ElectroMagnetic, FEM), 

because of the analysis in the frequency domain.  

 

-TEM: A simple way to separate the primary field and the secondary field in the signal 

is to separate them in time. Once the primary current is turned off and the primary field in the 

air has quickly dropped, the secondary field generated by the ground is recorded, explaining 

why these methods are named transient methods. The TEM methods measure the amplitude 

of the signal as a function of time (that’s why they are also called Time Domain 

ElectroMagnetic -TDEM- methods). 

 

Though it is hard for FEM methods to separate the primary field from the secondary 

one, TEM methods nearly do not have primary field at all in measured signal, because 

recording only begins after the emission has been stopped for a while, so most of the primary 

field has already dissipated. On the other hand, it makes secondary field weaker during the 

measure, as we are later and later after the end of the emission pulse. That makes amplitude 

of noise larger and larger than the signal amplitude, so it lowers the signal over noise ratio 

(S/N). Moreover noise, cannot be removed as easily with TEM methods as with FEM ones, 

for which synchronous detection and frequency filters can be applied. That is why noise 

problem is handled in TEM only by stacking. On the other hand, TEM methods have a much 

larger dynamic range, which allow them to penetrate deeper into the ground compared to 

FEM. The field is usually measured from 10 µs to 10 ms, which leads the field to have a 

variation factor of 106. However, this makes TEM much more computer intensive, that is why 

TEM methods were developed later than FEM methods.  

 

Depths are not estimated by the same methods in TEM and FEM. In FEM, high 

frequencies correspond to near-surface layers whereas low frequencies are related to 

deeper layers. In TEM, as early times contain the secondary field emitted only by the near-

surface layers, whereas late times contain deeper layers information which becomes more 

more and more preponderant with time compared to response from the near surface. 

Moreover, it can be precised that in TEM, we speak in term of time gates, because measures 

are not punctual in time, but recording last between a time    and a time   . 
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It is important to keep in mind that as the secondary field is created by conductors in 

the ground, both TEM and FEM methods are less and less sensitive to 

heterogeneities/layers with an increasing resistivity compared to the surroundings. For 

example, a thin layer (<10 m) of more than few hundred Ωm (e.g. unsaturated sand) is not 

expected to be detected inside a conductive layer of less than 30 Ωm (e.g. a clay layer) with 

TEM/FEM, i.e. inductive EM methods. Such layers are better resolved with DC methods. 

 

II.A.3. AEM 

 

 

 

SkyTEM belongs to a specific kind 

of EM survey: as the antennas are carried 

by a helicopter it is said to be an Airborne 

ElectroMagnetic (AEM) method. In this 

case, both emitting and receiving coils are 

in altitude, and not as usually on the 

ground. It is a dual-moment TDEM 

system, because it uses two moments: a 

low moment LM (also called super low 

moment SLM sometimes), and a high 

moment (HM). 

 

 

Equation (22) defined the moment  . A bigger moment implies stronger primary and 

secondary electromagnetic fields. For example applying Maxwell-Ampere law (equation (4)) 

shows that B higher when the current   circulating in a loop is stronger. With a ground 

response being larger compared to the ambient noise which is independent from the target, a 

higher moment provides a better signal-to-noise ratio at latest gates, so it allows using more 

late gates and getting deeper information. On the other hand, the lower current of the LM 

allows a shorter turn off of the primary current and then the observation of earliest gates after 

the turn off, which improves the resolution of the near surface. As low moment is used for the 

smallest depths, it has earlier time gates than the high moment, which has the latest ones 

(Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Illustration of low and high moments. 

Data from Aarhus Workbench, sounding 

situated above Lake Fryxell in the Antarctica 

survey area. 

         LM 
 
         HM 
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To generate them separately, the easiest way is to produce two different currents in 

the coil. Sometimes the number of wire turns of the emitting coil is also controlled. In 

Antarctica project, 4 turns are used for HM, whereas only one is used for the LM.  

 

 

The altitude of the helicopter has an 

effect on measures as air is equivalent to a 

very resistive layer. Figure 6 shows     ⁄  as 

a function of time   for a homogeneous half-

space, the helicopter being at an altitude of 

30m (solid lines) and 100m (dashed lines).  It 

appears altitude mainly affects early time 

gates, especially super low moment (SLM) 

where the differences reach one decade. It is 

logical: early gates concern superficial ground 

whereas late gates essentially carry 

information about deepest ground. That is 

why the “air layer”, just below the coils, has a 

greater impact on early times. 

 

 

Every technique of acquisition has its own specifications. It is not only SkyTEM with its 

dual moment; it also concerns the antenna for example (Figure 7). Many configurations exist 

for AEM, in TEM and FEM. Some of them use helicopters, others use planes. Figure 7 shows 

some examples illustrating the panel of existing AEM methods. 

 

MEGATEM - Fugro  
Impulse – Aeroquest 

Surveys 
 Hawk – Geotech LTD. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fixed-wing TEM system  FEM system (helicopter)  Fixed-wing FEM system 

Figure 7 : Examples of existing AEM systems 

 

Figure 6: Illustration of the altitude effect. 

Forward modeling of a half-space (100 Ωm) 

Antenna configuration used is the exact 

one of SkyTEM Antarctica project. 
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 Figure 8 shows the general configuration of a SkyTEM antenna (its area for example 

can vary depending on the target from 135 m² to 540 m²). The effective receiver loop area, 

i.e. the product between the area and the number of wire turns, is 31.4 m². This coil’s area is 

much lower than the emitting coil area (Figure 8). The receiver coil is located above the rear 

of the emitting coil. Between them and the helicopter are power engine, receiving computer 

saving data along with a GPS. Indeed, during a SkyTEM survey, not only     ⁄  is measured 

at every sounding. GPS coordinates of each sounding are recorded with flight speed and 

altitude, measured by two laser altimeters located on both sides of the emitting loop. They 

are necessary to have a better precision on flight altitude than just using GPS data with the 

elevation model, as AEM is very sensitive to altitude (Figure 6). Inclination (roll and pitch) of 

the frame are also measured by the inclinometers placed at the front of the emitting coil. At 

cruise speed the loop is closed to a horizontal position. For quality control, data with pitch/roll 

higher than 10° are usually disregarded. 

 

  

Figure 8: SkyTEM system flying during Antarctica survey 

Emitting coil 

Receiving coil 

Power engine 

Receiver 

GPS 

Laser altimeters 

Transmitter 
Inclinometer 
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The shape of the emitted signal (waveform) is exponential and sometimes piecewise 

linear. It is exactly recorded for every survey and saved in a file named geometry file, along 

with the exact geometry of the emitting coil for instance. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show exact 

shapes of the waveform used during Antarctica survey, for LM and HM respectively. As 

expected the turn-off of the current is much faster for the LM (Figure 9), about 5 µs, 

compared to the HM where the turn-off time is closer to 50 µs (Figure 10). 

 

 

Figure 9: Low moment normalized intensity waveform used in Antarctica project. 

Real maximum Intensity is 9.45 A 

 

 

Figure 10: High moment normalized intensity waveform used in Antarctica project. 

Real maximum Intensity is 94.5 A 

 

 Here, time 0 is the instant the turn off of the current is started. Off time period 

corresponds to times where the amplitude of the current is zero and on time period to the 

rest where the primary current is still present in the transmitter loop.   

(A
) 

(A
) 
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Waveforms are significantly different for HM and LM regarding the shape and the time 

they last. LM waveform appears approximately as a square waveform but not the HM one for 

instance. The time difference is illustrated in Figure 11, where the time scale is the same. 

The frequency of the signal is also specified in the geometry file. For the Antarctica project, 

they are 250Hz for the low moment and 25Hz for the high moment. It is important to notice 

that pulses are of alternative sign. Combined with the alternation of the pulses those specific 

frequencies are used to limit noise provoked by electricity network. That is why they are 

either a multiple of 25Hz (because of the current frequency of 50 Hz in the European Union 

for example) or a multiple of 30Hz (for the current frequency of 60 Hz in the US). Of course, 

in Antarctica, this kind of noise is very rare, but it is the usual way to proceed. 

 

 

Figure 11 : Illustration of the emitted signal in the Antarctica project 

 

 This huge difference in frequencies is because the current used for HM is much more 

important (94.5A) than for the LM (9.45A, only one tenth of the one used for the HM). As the 

analogical stacking is higher for the LM (because the lower current implies a lower S/N ratio), 

the difference between the number of soundings for HM and LM available for processing is 

lower than it was before analogical stacking. As analogical stacking is actually ten times 

higher for LM in Antarctica project and the frequency of LM soundings made was ten times 

higher (than HM ones) during the flight, the number of soundings processed is the same for 

HM and LM. 
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II.B. Measurement issues and limitations in AEM 

 

During AEM surveys measures can be perturbed by many factors like altitude, 

electronic tools sensibility to high voltages, presence of big metallic items, non desired 

magnetic fields. Here is a full list and description of each of them. 

 

Calibration 

 

EM instruments need calibration on special sites where the resistivity model is known 

and where there are no external disturbances like electric cables or long steel items (I 

participate to one of those calibrations for a ground EM system). It is also true for SkyTEM, 

and a calibration measurement is necessary before every survey. It basically consists in the 

calibration of the db/dt curve in terms of time (less than few µs) and amplitude (factor close to 

1) shifts. This allows determining resistivities quantitatively and accurately. 

 

Altitude and tilt: 

 

Figure 6 shows how the increase of 

altitude makes     ⁄  lower especially for 

early times. Altitude is recorded by several 

laser altimeters; the measured value is 

incorporated as a parameter of the 1D 

model, and it can be slightly corrected during 

the resistivity inversion. This is necessary 

especially when lasers are not accurate e.g. 

due to tree tops. As signal rapidly moves with 

altitude and equivalence with unrealistic 

resistivity model must be limited, this 

measure has to be accurate. Figure 12 

illustrates the effect of altitude changes at 

proximity of the nominal production altitude 

of 30 m. We choose to show only SLM 

because it is where altitude has greatest 

effects, as explained before (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 12 : Illustration of altitude effect on LM. 

Forward modeling of a half-space (100 Ωm). 

Antenna configuration used is exactly the one 

 from Antarctica project. 
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As devices are carried by a helicopter and not on the ground, coils are not always 

horizontal, for example as soon as the helicopter turns, accelerates or decelerates. Because 

measured magnetic field is perpendicular to coils (TEz), this inclination, or tilt, acts as a 

variation of altitude. It is recorded by inclinometers on the transmitting coil, measuring for 

each sounding the tilt, in its two components: the roll (rotation in the plan normal to x, the 

flight direction axis) and the pitch (rotation in the plan normal to y, the other horizontal axis).  

 

Frontgate: 

 

It has been explained that for HM a much higher current is used. This has a bad side 

effect: measuring too soon after this high current is cut off could damage the instruments. 

That is why a frontgate is used, i.e. a time interval just after the current is turned off where no 

measures are done because it is too dangerous for electronics. In Antarctica project for 

instance, frontgate time is 62.5 µs. This implies a loss of information for near-surface layers, 

which justifies the interest of the SLM where earliest gates can be measured because of the 

lower injected current and of the absence of a frontgate.  

 

Couplings: 

 

 As it will be explained, couplings cannot be illustrated with data from Antarctica. For 

those explanations, we will then use curves from an oral course made by Sørensen et al. 

(2001). 

 

 As explained in the theory part, EM geophysics is based on a series of magnetic and 

electric fields’ creation. That implies that every “external” electric or magnetic fields source of 

disturbance will have an impact on measures, and this effect is named coupling. Couplings 

are mainly caused by cultural conductors like pipelines, power lines, steel or electric 

fences… 

 

There are two types of couplings; here is the description of their cause and 

differences. 
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1) Galvanic couplings: 

 

High voltage wires, electric fences or metal road guards for example act like a LR 

decaying circuit (Figure 13(a)). As it is observable on Figure 13(b), they disturb measures like 

a supplementary conductive layer. This makes them undetectable on a single sounding; 

displaying a profile with several neighboring soundings helps to detect such a disturbance 

(Figure 13(c)). It is also a good thing to locate soundings on GIS (Geographic Information 

System) maps to be able to suspect areas where the risk of those couplings is great (along 

the roads, voltage wires…). 

 

 

 

 

(a) Power line equivalence with a 

LR circuit 

 

(b) One sounding affected by galvanic coupling 

 

 

(c) Effect of galvanic coupling on a suite of soundings (6 time gates shown) 

Figure 13 : Illustration of galvanic coupling 
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2) Capacitive couplings: 

 

This other type of coupling is caused by grounded cables surrounded by isolating 

material. This isolation acts capacitively, creating a LRC circuit as Figure 14(a) illustrates. 

This kind of disturbance has a very recognizable effect on a single sounding curve (Figure 

14(b)). Figure 14(c) shows that it is also observable along a profile, which makes it easy to 

remove during processing. 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Pipe equivalence with a LRC circuit 

 

(b) One sounding affected by capacitive 

coupling 

 

 

(c) Effect of capacitive coupling on a suite of soundings (6 time gates shown) 

Figure 14 : Illustration of capacitive coupling 

 

Fortunately, because they are due to cultural effects, couplings are almost not present 

in Antarctica data, although they are one of the biggest problems on usual surveys by 

requiring a careful and time consuming almost manual culling of the perturbed sections of the 

flight lines. 
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Primary residual coil response: 

 

Previously presented Figure 11 shows waveforms used for SkyTEM. Such 

exponential-decay waveforms are obtained because transmitting loop electronically acts as a 

RLC circuit. Figure 9 shows the exponential slope when current is turned off for the LM. The 

amplitude seems to reach zero during the off time, but actually it does not exactly. As the 

decay is exponential (Kemenetsky and Oelsner, 2000), the zero limit is not reached so there 

is always a low residual current in the loop. This current continues to induce a primary 

magnetic field even during the defined “off” time, but it is low and rapidly lowering. The shape 

of this field is determined by the characteristics of the RLC circuit made by the antenna. The 

problem is that if the earth response is weak enough, this residual primary field can be non 

negligible compared to the measured secondary field at the early gates right after the defined 

turn off. This can occur when the ground is resistive and/or when the flight altitude is higher 

than the recommended one (usually 30 m for SkyTEM systems). 

 

Two steps for circumventing this disturbance are applied, a first one during the 

measurement on the loop itself and a second one during the processing. Indeed, Figure 8 

shows that the receiver loop is not at the center of the emitting one, what would make the 

mathematics simpler as mentioned in part II.A.1.c. The receiver loop is actually located at the 

very place where the primary field is changing sign so that its amplitude is minimal compared 

to the ground response (Schamper et al., 2012). 

 

Still, a part of the primary field is always passing through the receiving coil, as weak as 

it could be. That is why there is also a step in processing that aims to remove coil response 

from the signal. The first thing needed to accomplish this is to know the exact shape of the 

coil response. It justifies why before every survey, after the position of the receiving coil has 

been adjusted, a flight at high altitude is made. High altitude (>300 m) implies a very low 

response from the earth so only coil response is measured.  

 

Once the shape is known, there subsists a problem: the shape of the coil response 

never changes during the survey because it is dependent of the antenna configuration (i.e. 

the circuit it is equivalent too), as we already mentioned. Nevertheless, the amplitude of the 

coil response can change. This is due to the fact that the antenna can be slightly deformed 

during the flight by wind, helicopter movements and so on despite it is aimed to be stiff.  
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This modifies the relative position of the receiver loop regarding the emitting one of 

less than 10 cm, which is sufficient to change the amplitude of the primary magnetic field 

passing through it. 

 

That is why a coil response factor is estimated for each sounding, during the inversion 

process, in order to remove as accurately as possible the primary residual coil response 

measured at the very moment of the sounding. Coil response used in SkyTEM Antarctica 

project is detailed in part III.B.3,  

 

Noise level: 

 

 Ambient noise is one of the most common problems of geophysics and measures in 

general. It is almost random signal coming from sources other than the target itself. In EM, 

the most important noise sources are lightnings discharge and power line, but radio 

transmitters and many natural phenomena like ionospheric currents (Webb and Cox, 1982), 

micro seism or sea wave oscillations (Chave and Cox, 1982) can also be quoted. Even if 

some of those are not random, their cumulated result appears like random. 

 

Noise becomes annoying when its signal amplitude become comparable to the 

measured signal (and all the more when it is greater). It can then falsify or prevent 

interpretations. This is quantitatively expressed by the notion of signal over noise (S/N) ratio, 

the quotient of the mean amplitudes of signal and noise. The higher the earth response is, 

the better (which means higher) the S/N ratio becomes, and the less noise appears on 

measures and further disturbs data exploitations. 

 

Equation 35 in part II.A.1.c shows that the signal we want to measure, the 

secondary field, is decreasing with time. This implies that after a matter of time, depending 

on the strength of the earth response, the signal will necessarily reach the noise level. S/N 

will then approaches and goes below 1. Let us demonstrate this on a HM curve (Figure 

15), where the frontgate described earlier as having a duration of 62.5µs (value from 

Antarctica project) effectively is verified.  
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Just after the frontgate the signal 

has a good S/N ratio and its slope tends 

to -5/2 in log space at late times as 

explained by equation (35). After 

      s the slope changes abruptly and 

soon begins to have random 

oscillations. This last part of the curve is 

clearly under the noise level. 

 

 As it will be precised in part III.B.5, 

filters and stacking are used during data 

processing to increase the S/N ratio. 

 

 

 

 

Depth of investigation: 

 

A sensitivity analysis of the Jacobian matrix (which will be described in part II.C) is 

used by Aarhus Workbench to evaluate the depth below which inverted resistivities have 

almost no effect on data and are then badly defined (Christiansen and Auken, 2012). This 

depth is named Depth of Investigation (DOI). The absence of effect the model has on data 

below the DOI can come from noise, data uncertainty, stacking and the attenuation of the 

electromagnetic field in conductive upper layers. As it can be verified on profiles in part III.C 

DOI varies greatly with the ground resistivities and their distribution: in very conductive 

“grounds” as the sea, it only reached 50 m whereas on more resistive ground with deep 

conductive layers DOI can reach 300 m. 

 

DOI calculation is totally data driven, as it takes into account: 

 Number of data points  System geometry 

 Data uncertainty  Full system transfer function 

 Inverted model  

 

 
Figure 15 : Illustration of noise level. Data from 

east of the Common Wealth glacier, plot from 

Aarhus Workbench,  Antarctica survey 

Frontgate 

Noise 
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Ignored 
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A priori information and regularization constraints are not used. As sensitivity chosen 

to reach the DOI is subjective, the choice has been made for Aarhus Workbench to calculate 

two DOIs, DOI upper and DOI lower (deeper than the DOI upper). Depending on the ground, 

distance between them can be from approximately 0 to a bit more than 50 m. The purpose of 

this is to have a DOI upper above which model is well funded in data, a DOI lower below 

which model is very weak in data so where inverted model must be used with utmost caution, 

and depth between those two DOIs where inverted model can be taken into consideration 

but with a critical sight. 

 

 

 

II.C. Inversion 

 

The goal of geophysics is to be able to give physical description of the ground based 

on non-destructive and more or less remote measures. In diffusive EM, the main physical 

property that is wanted to be retrieved is the electrical resistivity of each layer in the ground. 

Noted ρ the resistivity is the inverse of the conductivity σ (S/m) and its unit is ohm meter 

(Ωm). 

The thing is, by measuring from the surface we don’t measure the resistivity of one 

layer at a time but only one apparent resistivity, i.e. the integrated resistivity of all layers the 

electromagnetic field is passing through. This apparent resistivity ρa corresponds to the 

equivalent homogeneous ground summing properties of all layers the electromagnetic field is 

passing through in the real ground. 

 

The later the measured time gate is, the deeper the electromagnetic secondary field 

comes from, so the thicker part of the ground is represented by apparent resistivity converted 

from      ⁄  thanks to equation (35) (part II.A.1.c). That is why we can build a curve of the 

apparent resistivity as a function of time, latest times corresponding to the largest depths, 

where ρa at a given time is actually the apparent resistivity of the ground of a region interval 

which takes more and more into account the deepest layers with time. Figure 16 from Aarhus 

Workbench illustrates the apparent resistivity curve for the SkyTEM system. The high 

resistivities observable at the beginning of the curve (Figure 16b) are resulting from the 

presence of the air layer. 
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Figure 16 : Figure illustrating db/dt (a) and equivalent apparent resistivity ρa curve (b) for a 

SkyTEM sounding located in the center of Lake Fryxell, in the SkyTEM Antarctica project 

survey 

 

 

This curve is the data acquired from the ground. What is want to be obtained is the 

model of the ground that explains those data, i.e. the true thicknesses and resistivities of the 

different layers constituting this ground. 

 

Relations allowing the simulation of the response generated by a ground constituted 

by given layers are known, as equation (32) in part II.A.1.c) details, and can be numerically 

computed. This is forward modeling. It is commonly expressed as:   

   ( ) 

Where m is the model vector,  which contains in the present case the thickness and 

the resistivity of each layer of the ground, d the synthetic data the model engenders 

(apparent resistivity or     ⁄ ), and G is the forward operator. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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Due to the non linearity of the forward operator, the forward problem is linearized for a 

small perturbation of the model parameters    (further details in Auken and Christiansen, 

2004): 

        

Where   corresponds to the Jacobian matrix, more precisely to the derivatives of the 

forward operator regarding the different parameters of the model. 

 

This allows creating matrix used in inversion algorithms as explained in Menke (1989), 

calculating synthetic data at each step    and the distance of those data with measured 

data. This distance is commonly assimilated as the data residual, whose formula is: 

 ̅  
√
∑
(         ) 

    
  
   

  
 

Where nd is the number of data calculated, dm are synthetic data calculated for the 

updated model and dobs are data observed, measured. STD is the data standard deviation 

calculated with distance between measures during on site stacking. 

 

The data residual is always positive, and likely never zero because it would mean that 

the model gives exactly the response measured, which never happens. Nevertheless, one 

goal of the inversion is to minimize it, and having it lower than 1 is satisfying as it means that 

the synthetic data from the inverted model fits the field data within the error bars estimated 

for each data point during the stacking of the data (e.g. error bars represented for each gate 

in Figure 16). This raises one problem: as several models can give the same simulated 

response, a “wrong” model can have the same data residual, or even a better one, than a 

model closer to the real ground. This is named equivalence problem. 

 

Equivalence leads to different misinterpretations; let us just give a sample of them: 

 

 Multi layers equivalence in depth: This can be illustrated a three-layer model 

with the same thickness but progressively increasing resistivities (Figure 17). Making layer 2 

thinner can be compensated by making the two others thicker. Figure 17 shows the case 

where layer 2 is completely removed, which is compensated by the increase of thickness of 

the conductive first layer. This can also be done by changing resistivities instead of interface 

depths. 
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Figure 17: Illustration of equivalence in multilayer depth (layer suppression).Resulting from a 

forward modeling with the exact SyTEM Antarctica project antenna parameters. The difference 

between the two models is only  1.5 % for     ⁄  curve and 1 % for    curve 

 

 

 Multi parameter equivalence: Equivalence can be reached by changing both 

resistivities and depths at the same time. For instance, if a model has three layers, one of 

low resistivity and between two others of high resistivities, then making the low-resistivity 

layer thinner can be compensated by lowering the resistivity of the others (Figure 18).  
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Figure 18: Illustration of multi layer equivalence. Resulting from a forward modeling with the 

exact SkyTEM Antarctica project antenna parameters. The difference between the two models 

is only 4.7 % for     ⁄  curve and 3.2 % for    curve 

 
We use two ways to limit equivalence problems: 

 

 Adding a priori information to the model: The geology or results of old geophysical 

surveys can be known locally, the depth or elevation of a specific layer, the presence of a 

conductive lake or a resistive glacier… Any supplementary information external from the 

AEM survey will limit equivalence. 

 

 Constraints: We can restrain the models from varying too much laterally, what makes 

resistivity model more continuous and less chaotic due to locally badly defined 1D model. 
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A priori information and constraints can be quantified and added to the data residual 

estimation, creating the misfit function. It is then sensitive not only to the mathematical fitting 

of the model with the data, but also of its accordance with constraints and a priori 

information. This is the very function the inversion aims to minimize. 

 

The user must pay attention that putting more constraints and a priori information 

gives less importance to the data residual itself (in the misfit function). On the other hand, 

constraints are often mandatory to ensure realistic models regarding the geology of the area 

and the continuity of the layers over the survey area. A careful tuning is then necessary to 

find the good balance between these constraints and the necessity to the fit the data. 

 

LCI and SCI: 

 

In Aarhus Workbench, the program used for data processing of SkyTEM surveys, 

there are two types of inversion: LCI (Laterally Constrained Inversion) and SCI (Spatially 

Constrained Inversion). 

 

LCI: This inversion applies lateral constraints along the flight lines (Auken and 

Christiansen, 2004). It means one sounding is linked (by constraints) with its closest 

neighbors as Figure 19 illustrates. The program managing the parallelization of this type of 

inversion is Embi, which calls the Fortran program em1dinv which actually resolves the 

inverse problem. 

 

Figure 19 : Scheme illustrating the LCI principle with applied constraints distribution 
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SCI: Each sounding is not only linked with neighbor soundings in the same flight line, 

but with every surrounding sounding from different flight lines (Figure 20). The closest 

soundings are selected by Delaunay triangulation (Viezzoli et al., 2008) for fast construction 

and estimation of the constraints. Like Embi for the LCIs, Scembi program manages those 

inversions. 

 

 

Figure 20 : Scheme illustrating the SCI principle with applied constraints distribution 

 

Both Embi and Scembi call em1dinv for 1D inversion. Nevertheless, Scembi applies to 

SCIs one more run than Embi for LCIs: 

 

 In LCI, one run is for inversion of sections (each one belonging to the same 

flight line), and the other one is for DOI calculation if it was asked to do it. 

 In SCI, the first run consists in the inversion of each sub-area separately. Then 

there is a second extra run before calculating DOI, which is aimed to improve 

the continuity between sections. 

 

This has a negative effect: SCI is more time and CPU (central processing unit) 

consuming than LCI. That is why LCIs are used as preliminary results and quality control of 

data processing whereas SCIs are used to give final results when all data processing is over. 
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III. THE SKYTEM ANTARCTICA PROJECT 

III.A. Project characteristics 

 

 

SkyTEM Antarctica project is part of the United States Antarctica Program, organized 

by the American agency National Science Foundation (NSF). It is an important SkyTEM 

survey of several areas around McMurdo valleys (MCM, 77°30'S 163°00'E, located on Figure 

21), which is the largest relatively ice-free area (approximately 4,800 square kilometers) on 

the Antarctic continent. This is why the term “dry valleys” is used. 

 

 

Figure 21: Antarctica map locating McMurdo dry valleys (source: www.cia.gov). As South 

geographic pole is on this map, its orientation is different from the one of the maps focusing 

only on the McMurdo Dry Valleys (e.g. Figure 22). 

 

People of HGG and SkyTEM worked with scientists from all the US and more as they 

come from University of California Santa Cruz, Montana State University, Harvard University, 

Columbia University, Desert Research Institute, Ohio State University, Bristol University, 

Marine Laboratory, University of Maryland, Dept. of Conservation (New Zealand), Dartmouth 

College and LSU (Louisiana State University). 
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People in SkyTEM Antarctica are distributed into two groups: McMurdo Dry Valleys 

Long-Term Ecological Research (MCM LTER) which studies climate change on ecosystems, 

and Whillans Ice Stream Subglacial Access Research Drilling (WISSARD) which studies 

subglacial life habitats in Antarctica. 

 

 

 

Combining non invasive SkyTEM method with conductivity logs from ice drilling and 

traditional research on subsurface microbial systems (molecular biology, microbiology, 

geochemistry, geochemistry…), this project has several goals: 

 

 Mapping the geology of this unique valley system, so that MCM LTER can 

give hypothesis about the story of its formation 

 Finding geothermal connections between marine system and an active 

volcano (Ross Island area) 

 Study of the microbial ecosystem and its relationships with surface 

structures in sub glacial environment. 

 

This last and main objective is focused on the Taylor Glacier, where Blood Falls 

release red brine thanks to a fault. Indeed, studying those isolated microbial ecosystems will 

help to understand previous microbial life forms on Earth as well as potential life on other 

planets having similar conditions. As ice is a very special biologic stressor, novel enzymes 

and metabolic strategies could also be found thanks to this study. This brine shows microbial 

activity and is supposed to flow below the glacier and above the bedrock. SkyTEM aims to 

describe it as accurately as possible. 

 

The full survey represents 1000 line km (621 miles) of resistivity profiles, covering an 

area of approximately 295 km² (114 square miles) displayed in Figure 22 where flight lines 

are visible. 
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Figure 22: Map of studied area with flight lines (from Aarhus Workbench workspace). 

 

As observed structures are expected to be very resistive (ice and permafrost), a big 

antenna is used to have a stronger moment. Figure 23 shows the exact shape of the 488 m² 

area antenna used, as recorded in the geometry file (the corresponding picture of the system 

is shown in Figure 8, p. 19). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 : Transmitter coil geometry of the SkyTEM Antarctica project.  
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III.B. The Antarctica project data processing 

 

When I arrived in HGG, the field work was already done. I had to proceed to the data 

processing itself, which is described below: 

III.B.1. Flight analysis 
 

The first thing to do is to know the geography of the site and the different flights. 

There are 14 different flights, every one having a field observation in an Excel file named 

Line Bible. Taking geography, flight repartition and signal quality in consideration, I firstly 

separated the survey into 4 (and later 5) main areas visible on Figure 22: 

 

 Taylor Valley: The biggest area in term of flights and number of soundings. This is 

the area where signal quality is the best. 

 Taylor Glacier: Ice rapidly lowers S/N ratio (it is the most resistive element we can 

find in the data), but it is the most important area, much is expected from it 

concerning all biological research, the main goal of the project. 

 Ross Island: Volcanic formations rapidly lower S/N ratio as well, but the goal is to 

see if there is connection between volcano and marine systems. 

 Dry valleys (then Lake Vida and Lake Vanda): This area concerns Wright Valley, 

mainly permafrost formed so where S/N ratio is not good, and two lakes: Lake 

Vanda south west and Lake Vanda north east, where S/N ratio is very good. 

 

A very low current was used in a flight above the center of Taylor Glacier, where ice is 

already thick, so the moment was too weak and S/N ratio too low. I then had to delete this 

flight which could not be used, and then 13 flights are finally used. 

III.B.2. Description of a flight line 

 

Soundings must be spatially located in a common coordinate system (WGS84 Zone -

58S for this project’s area). That’s why flight lines beginning and ending coordinates must be 

precised in a file, and sometimes it was not already done, as for the flight above Ross 

Island. Then, coordinates were manually picked up on the GIS map of Aarhus Workbench, 

and written in the position file of the corresponding flight; flight lines numbers were 

accessible in a file named line file. 
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III.B.3. Coil Response analysis 

 

Coil response (CR) must be isolated, especially when the survey covers areas where 

secondary field is weak (see part II.B, more precisely p. 26), as it is the case above very 

resistive formations like ice and permafrost. That is why high altitude flights are made in 

every survey. Cyril, Esben and I met to discuss about whether it was possible to discern a 

recurrent coil response on those. Two different responses A and B were found for the Low 

Moment, shown in Figure 24. Calculation of standard deviation (STD) of CR A and B 

averages clearly resent them from being assimilated together; Figure 25 argues that 

difference can reach more than 56%, depending on time gates. Finally, only B coil response 

was kept because it happened more often (A was on only two flights) and applying two 

different coil responses resents from gathering flights in a single inversion. 

 
Figure 24: Respectively A and B coil responses on two representative soundings. 

 

 
Figure 25: Percentage difference between A and B response for each time gate.  
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III.B.4. Altitude filters and corrections 

 

Before concentrating on the signal itself, it is important to verify that altitude is 

correctly recorded and interpreted. Figure 23 shows that there are two laser altimeters 

laterally positioned on the antenna. The work consists in checking if no unexpected 

variations happen on what they recorded (discontinuity, brutal and successive variations that 

are generally explained by the presence of trees in other surveys) and if the mean altitude is 

well estimated thanks to those two altimeter’s estimations. 

 

There were some continuity problems and some fast altitudes variations were not 

correctly estimated, e.g. above “wave” formations on Taylor Glacier. The best thing to do 

was finally to create and apply new altitude filters, instead of doing manual corrections. 

III.B.5. dB/dt filters and manual processing 

 

Once altitude and coil response have been considered, the processing can be 

focused on the magnetic signal itself. The first thing to do is to check if filters have good 

parameters, and they are many of them. There are slope filters that eliminate slopes likely 

due to noise. Indeed, equation (35) has a  
  
 ⁄  term which implies that the slope of     ⁄  as 

a function of time is normally around      in log space. Filters then control that the slope is 

not too far from this value, usual noise (coming from radio transmitter and so on) having a 

slope of approximately -0.5. The change of slope is also filtered so that any random-like 

signal, typical sign of noise, is canceled. These filters mainly concern the latest times of the 

signal, so the greatest depths and it will lower the DOI. 

 

Another very important parameter in noise filtering is the stacking method. As signal 

becomes weaker with depth, the S/N ratio becomes lower, and then the stack would better 

increase with depth. That is why Aarhus Workbench uses trapezoid filters allowing to “draw” 

three trapezoids which will stack every sounding they contain on each line (which 

corresponds to a time in the signal, as shown is Figure 26). As basis of trapezoids are on 

late times (i.e. larger depths), stacking width increases with time/depth. This implies that 

latest times of the signal are greatly stacked, so information about greatest depth is weakest 

in resolution. This is observable on Figure 26 and corresponding soundings of Figure 27; 

late gates of the HM curve become smoother once stacked (Figure 27(b)). 
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Figure 26: Screenshot of a data plot in Aarhus Workbench. Raw, stacked HM and inverted 

altitude data are shown, but not LM for readability. On this figure, average data stands for 

processed (and stacked) data, and grey time gates are gates automatically or manually 

removed from the data. These soundings are located in the middle of Taylor Valley, in front 

of Commonwealth Glacier. 
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Figure 27: Comparison of raw (a) and average (b) soundings of the same location. They are 

corresponding to the trapezoid filter shown in Figure 26. These soundings are located in the 

middle of Taylor Valley, in front of Commonwealth Glacier. 

 

 

Figure 27 shows that filters already removed HM time gates before front gate (which 

is at 62.5 µs) and too early time gates of LM (before 9 µs approximately) from raw data. 

Nevertheless, filters are not perfect and cannot be considered as enough for a full data 

processing. Manual processing is needed, especially for flights above very resistive 

formations. This means a full verification of every flight, cancellation of time gates that filters 

did consider as normal and less often activation of some they canceled but that indeed are 

signal driven (and not noise driven). Typically, top of permafrost hills north and south of the 

Taylor Valley, volcanic formations of Ross Island, Wright valley and most of all Taylor 

Glacier were areas where manual processing was needed. Moreover, it is important to 

stress that filters cannot handle all couplings which have then to be completely removed 

from data manually. Manual processing was of course the most time consuming part of the 

job, as the following part III.B.6 states. 
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III.B.6. LCI 

 

Once data seem to be “cleaned” enough, which means noise and couplings have 

been removed, a Quality Control (QC) is better before the final inversion. LCIs are mainly 

used for the first QC of the processing. As they are not spatially constrained, they are less 

computer and time consuming than SCIs. They are then the final check before the final SCI 

where problems can be pointed out. Moreover, it is the step where issues can be seen the 

most easily, as the result can be visualized as fitting curves, but also as full profiles of the 

inverted model. Furthermore, every sounding can be shown on the GIS map.  

 
Figure 28 shows how LCI results are displayed in Aarhus Workbench; three things to 

check can be discerned there: 

 

 Data residual: The most obvious thing to check if the inverted models fit the data. A 

bad data residual can come from many things, residual noise, a bug recording computer had 

during the survey, or a coil response too large compared to the secondary field for instance. 

All this can create random signal the inversion cannot manage to fit. In Aarhus Workbench 

LCI results, this can be checked “numerically” (Figure 28(a)) or visually, on a sounding curve 

(Figure 28(c)) or on a profile (Figure 28(d)). 

 

 Inverted altitude: An inverted altitude too different from the recorded one is an 

indication there is a problem. In this project, as there are areas where the ground is very 

resistive, the inversion had the trend to increase the altitude as the air layer could 

compensate this high resistivity. That is why strong a priori altitude constraints were applied 

in these project’s inversions (then there were no more too important altitude inversion, as 

columns 2 and 3 of Figure 28(a) state). 

 

 Noise inversion: If the stack is important enough, noise appears in data as normal 

(smooth instead of random) signal, with a slope of approximately -0.5 instead of -2.5 for good 

signal from the secondary electromagnetic field (Figure 28(c)). That is why it is a good thing 

to check when the inverted model (Figure 28(b)) has a conductive layer at largest depths, if it 

has a normal explanation like the brine biologists are looking for at the bottom of Taylor 

Glacier, or if it has a lateral continuity with neighbor soundings where it is obviously not 

noise. 
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Figure 28: Illustrations of LCI results: the soundings summary (a), inverted models of 

selected soundings (b), their db/dt curves (c) and the inverted resistivity along the flight line 

(d). On this last one, data residual, measured and inverted altitudes are also displayed. 
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On Figure 28(a), highlighted lines are soundings selected for other displays. Basic 

inversion results information are given like measure time (column 1), altitude (column 2), 

inverted altitude (column 3), coil response scale factor (column 4, here null because no coil 

response was found) and data residual for each sounding (column 5). Other information can 

be displayed at will. Same soundings are used for the whole Figure 28 but all selected list is 

not displayed on Figure 28(a) because it is too long. Two colors (red and green) displayed on 

Figure 28(b) are because models corresponding to soundings having both low and high 

moments after processing are in red, the other in green. Finally, we can not see inverted 

altitude curve on Figure 28(d) because it is too close to the recorded altitude, so curves are 

superposed. 

 

Data processing can be performed directly on LCI results, i.e. on curves displayed on 

Figure 28(c), which allows adapting processing to previous inversion results. After LCI 

results are checked, another LCI is done and it goes on until results are satisfying. Lake 

Vida problem was pointed out thanks to LCI: data residual reached more than one hundred, 

and inverted models tried to reach 0 Ωm in the lake. There were actually two problems: first 

a wrong electronic connection on field flipped the whole flight’s signal sign, secondly it 

turned out that signal sign is inverted in the lake, but not around, which is difficult to explain 

as this area is flat enough so that it does not come from topographical effect. Further and 

more advanced analysis with a 3D code may be necessary to figure out if the ground has 

strong 3D lateral variations, or if it is due to the fact that Lake Vida is a hypersaline lake. It 

turns out that prospecting the bottom of the two lakes was the aim of the survey in this “Dry 

Valleys” area, which was then was separated into two: “Lake Vanda” (south west) and “Lake 

Vida” (north east, with the sign problem). A separate Sky Node (data set) was created only 

for Lake Vida, where data sign was flipped so that lake signal itself was positive. 

 

Moreover, LCI is used to test inversion parameters such as the a priori and lateral 

constraints (for inverted altitude and resistivity model) and the coil response for instance. As 

coil response amplitude can change in every sounding, a scaling factor has to be inverted 

(which can be checked on Figure 28(a), and the absence of its inversion helped in our case 

to correct a problem in the created (.bia) file (simply a format problem resenting the file to be 

read).  
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LCI also helps to choose inversion type: 

 

 Few-layer inversion: The user enters the number of layer and corresponding 

resistivities the model will have at the beginning of the inversion (which can “lead” the 

inversion and avoid having a wrong equivalent model if we know the type of ground studied). 

Then, layer depths and resistivities are inverted. This type of inversion has the advantages of 

clearly delimiting layers and is the less time consuming. With TEM methods number of 

discernable layers never exceeds 5. 

 

 Smooth inversion: The user enters a number of layers (29 in this project) 

and the depth of the first and the deepest ones, with starting resistivities of all layers. Depths 

are automatically calculated thanks to the one of the last layer, with thicknesses increasing 

logarithmically. Only resistivities are inverted. This inversion type does not need a priori 

information about the number of layers. 

 

Smooth inversions were finally used for this project because number of layers was 

not constant enough (e.g. lakes and glaciers introduce a new layer in the middle of a profile). 

This can be seen in Figure 28(d), where there are many layers (29 layers to be accurate) 

with a growing thickness with depth. 

III.B.7. SCI 

 

Finally, the last step of the processing and inversion process is SCI, which will give 

the final results of the survey. Those results are not done flight by flight like in LCI but on a 

selected area, which allows manipulating all data sets together; leading to studies and views 

presented in part III.C. SCI results are basically displayed the same way LCI ones are (see 

Figure 28). Maps of the inverted parameters can be quickly drawn to make a quick QC over 

the studied area. 

 

To illustrate the computing time difference between LCI and SCI, here is an example. 

To invert the Ross Island area (3341 soundings) with 10 CPUs (AMD Opteron (m) Processor 

6168 1.90GHz) a LCI needs 5 hours and 30 minutes whereas a SCI needs 12 hours 

approximately for a smooth inversion with 29 layers. This time difference is why QC is done 

on LCIs rather than SCIs. 
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III.C. Results 

 

The internship began the first of March, and first results had to be ready for April 23th 

because part of the group had to go to the USA and on May 1st Esben Auken and I met Jill 

Mikucki (University of Tennessee) and Slawek Tulaczyk (Univ. California Santa Cruz) in 

Denver, Colorado, to discuss about preliminary results. Antarctica SkyTEM project’s results 

were displayed with profiles and with 3D views from inverted (SCI) data thanks to Cyril 

Schamper’s .vtk files preparation (.vtk is the extension of files containing 3D view, readable 

by Paraview software). I later learnt how to use the algorithms for creating those files. To do 

it, exporting a gridded map of mean resistivities as elevation slices is needed, which results 

in the creation of one file for each elevation interval (I usually used a 5 m elevation step). 

Then Cyril’s algorithms are used to rename them so that finally the last algorithm, created by 

James Ramm (a HGG PhD student), is able to read and convert them into .vtk files.  Figure 

30 shown later is an example of what we obtain about Taylor Valley. 

 

 

Taylor Valley 

 

First Figure 29 is a map explaining Taylor Valley configuration: 

 

 

Figure 29: Map of Taylor Valley survey area. Contour map displays every 50 m elevation. 
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Figure 30: 3D results of Taylor Valley survey area (resistivity R is in Ωm). SCI gridded results 

displayed in Paraview, the vertical scale is exaggerated (x5) for readability. 

Relief seems to be line shaped on Figure 30, it actually corresponds to flight lines, 

and circles are because of the radius search of the kriging in Aarhus Workbench.  

Glaciers can be discerned because they appear more resistive than other 

formations (over 5000 Ωm), between them and Kukri Hills the conductive water reaches 

the surface; it is Lake Fryxell. A quarter of Taylor Valley was clipped out to visualize water 

distribution under southern (Y direction on the figure) Kukri Hills and going to the sea 

(East, X direction) where resistivity is lower than 200 Ωm. This shows Kukri Hills are mainly 

permafrost constituted. It is also possible to see all this even more clearly on profiles, 

which  allows to estimate whole lateral water distribution below the valley and even under 

permafrost formations like Kukri Hills (Figure 31, profile 1), showing that SkyTEM is able to 

map permafrost in this area. This profile crosses Lake Fryxell in its middle, which is clearly 

visible as the conductive formation reaching the surface between 1400 and 3000 m on the 

profile. Synchronization of profile and GIS map in Aarhus Workbench shows that these 

coordinates exactly correspond with the GIS map limits. 

Water connection between the Taylor Valley and the sea is also visible, for instance 

on 3D view of Figure 30, or on the longitudinal profile 2 on Figure 31. This last profile 

shows the continuous water distribution all along the valley. On the east part the probably 

salt water, which dives under the hill close to the sea and begins to go up to reach the sea, 

is clearly visible (between 16000 and 18500 m on the profile). 
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Figure 31: Resistivity profiles of Taylor Valley (located on Figure 29). Profile 1 is a 

transversal (NW-SE) profile of the valley, profile 2 is a longitudinal (SW-NE) one. Gridded 

result of a SCI, displayed in Aarhus Workbench 

 

Resistive formations between 0 and 3000 m (Figure 31, profile 2) can be surprising 

as they are located in Lake Hoare; they are present because the flight is a bit too south to 

see only the lake (see profile 2 location in Figure 29), so what is seen is Kukri Hills and 

water diving beneath. Profile 2 also crosses Canada Glacier (between 4000 and 7000 m 

on the profile), and it is observable that it has a dam effect between Lake Hoare and Lake 

Fryxell, making water level on the west of the glacier higher than on the east. This 

elevation difference is not an error as altitude lines of Figure 29 agree with the altitude 

difference west and east of the glacier.  

 
Commonwealth glacier is not crossed by profile 2 (Figure 31), but it is very close to 

the profile. Data around it had to be removed because they could not be fitted, maybe 

because of a topographical effect. This results in the absence of inverted soundings, 

creating resistivity interruptions (“blank”) at 14000 and 15000 m. It occurs at 

Commonwealth Glacier’s whole periphery in inverted data. 
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Ross Island 

 

Sea water intrusion beneath Ross Island’s volcanic formations was also successfully 

detected (Figure 33, profile located on map of Figure 32). Nevertheless, the conductive layer 

in the most elevated part of the profile (i.e. north-east) has been estimated to be only noise, 

which can be expected above such resistive ground as volcanic stone. This also explains 

interruptions in data due to manual removing of bad signal (e.g. 3800 and 4250 m on the 

profile). So basically interpretation is first the sea between 0 and 1800 m, then the basis of 

the volcano with water intrusion, which is the conductive formation observable between 1800 

and 3000 m on the profile, and all the rest is just the resistive volcanic cone itself. 

 

Figure 32: Location of Ross Island resistivity profile. 

 

 
Figure 33: Resistivity profile of Ross Island coast. Result of a SCI, displayed in Aarhus 

Workbench (position in Figure 32). 
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Taylor Glacier 

 

Although only a part of Taylor Glacier had exploitable data (approximately up to 6 km 

from its east extremity), these results are very interesting. Indeed, a conductive layer is 

clearly visible below the ice, as longitudinal profile of Figure 35, located on Figure 34, shows. 

It joins Lake Bonney on the East part, beyond 6000 m on the profile.  

 

Figure 34: Map of the Taylor Glacier with location of the soundings used for the SCI (blue 

lines). Contour map displays every 50 m elevation.  

 
Figure 35: Longitudinal resistivity profile of Taylor Glacier. Gridded result of a SCI, displayed 

in Aarhus Workbench (position in Figure 34). 
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Moreover, a threshold displaying only low resistivities in 3D view makes this formation 

totally visible (Figure 36(b)). These views were the most interesting results for microbiologists 

as Jill Mikucki, and analysis of this formation have been asked; histogram analysis are 

further presented. The very deep conductive formation under Lake Bonney (which can be 

located on Figure 36(a) as the conductive formation reaching the surface) is because DOI 

has not been taken into account, whereas a fade effect has been made below DOI upper and 

even more below DOI lower on profiles, which is why this conductive part is very bright on 

Figure 35. This formation’s existence can then be disregarded. 

 

 
 
 

 
Figure 36: 3D view of Taylor Glacier’s resistivities: (a) all resistivities are represented; (b) 

only resistivities below 200 Ωm are displayed. SCI gridded results displayed in Paraview, 

vertical scale is exaggerated (x5) for readability. 
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Further results exploitation 
 

After Denver meeting (May 1st 2012), several forms of exploitation (other than profiles 

and 3D views) of these results had been asked, which will be used in a paper still in 

preparation when this report is being written. One first thing was to create a histogram of 

resistivities for each area, in order to know whether there are really discernible major 

intervals of resistivity which would correspond to certain types of formation. I did it using SCI 

results and creating an algorithm to extract data from exported files and which generates a 

logarithmic scale adapted to data in Matlab software. This program is able to generate 

histograms thanks to a table containing data and the histogram scale (the “bars” size). Figure 

37 shows the results obtained along with interpretations of them. Whereas a huge amount of 

ice is present only in the Glacier area, salt water seems to be mainly observable in the valley. 

 

  

Figure 37: Resistivity histograms of Taylor Valley (a) and Taylor Glacier (b) survey areas. Data 

used come from smooth SCI. 

 

As those files contain direct (non gridded) results from SCI, those histograms are not 

equivalent to the proportion of volumes having these resistivities, but it gives a preliminary 

idea. As SCI were smooth inversions, near-surface layers are represented by more inversion 

points than deepest layers. As the same volume is allocated to each “point”, a consequence 

is the underestimation of the brine beneath the Taylor Glacier, which is one of most important 

formations in this project. It was rapidly asked if it is possible to give a volume estimation of 

this brine. Running a new SCI only for Taylor Glacier was necessary, excluding the close 

Lake Bonney which has a low resistivity which could be confounded with brine’s one.  
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Sounding positions of the SCI applied on Taylor Glacier data are displayed in Figure 

34; soundings out of the glacier itself were just excluded from the new SCI run for this study. 

After gridding these SCI’s results in order to have a regular vertical spacing, files needed to 

be manually modified to be readable by Matlab. Then I created an algorithm numbering 

gridding nodes in all files, arranging them in given resistivity categories, and then multiplying 

the number of points obtained for each category by the elevation step the gridding used and 

the square of the distance between two neighboring nodes. This allocates a parallelepiped 

volume to each gridding node. After summing them, each resistivity interval gives volume 

estimation of the corresponding formation. I also created a new histogram from those 

gridding files (Figure 38) to be able to select pertinent resistivity intervals.   

 

 

Here are results of volumes 

estimations: 

Resistivity (Ωm) Volume (km3) 

0 - 100 0.1409 

100 - 500 0.4603 

500 - 1000 0.2828 

>1000 2.6781 

 

 

 

 

 

Several verifications have also been asked, like correspondence between SCI results 

with water conductivity logs in lakes. It was not very good, conductivity logs showing 

generally more conductive results than SCI inverted models. One hypothesis is that 

conductivity logs are made in boreholes, so ice is excluded and water can go up in the 

boreholes, whereas SkyTEM measures materials in situ, i.e. ice and water in their natural 

places. 

  
Figure 38: Resistivity histogram of Taylor Glacier only. 
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Conclusion 

 

To sum up, this first AEM survey in Antarctica is a success as most of goals are 

satisfyingly reached, like the permafrost mapping in Taylor Valley, the brine estimation in a 

6 km long eastern part of Taylor Glacier, and the mapping of the sea water intrusion under 

Ross Island. This survey will be presented at Near Surface Geoscience 2012 in Paris and 

the project is far from being over. A paper is being prepared explaining results concerning 

several specialties, not only geophysics but of course biology and so on. There will be also 

another Antarctica trip to complete SkyTEM measures and other non geophysical 

techniques, details are still to be determined while this report is being written. Concerning 

SkyTEM measures, it may be a good thing to have a first inversion on site, or sending data 

to someone at the office who can try a first processing while people are still on site, at least 

for flights where there are tool problems. It could have allowed seeing Lake Vanda’s 

problem earlier and maybe, if time and finance allow it, doing the flight again. Still, AEM 

method proved it was effective for special surveys like this one, so its application will 

probably become widespread in the future. 

This internship was an excellent technical formation, but it also improved my skills 

concerning international communication and mobility, firstly because Denmark is not my 

living country, secondly because many mails, internet and real meetings were necessary 

with American researchers. The only thing that can be regretted is that even if I participate 

to field measurements (DC/IP, calibration of an EM system on a specific site, elaboration 

and field presentation trip for the HyGEM project), I did not participate in a SkyTEM survey 

on the field. Nevertheless, it was the first time I was in charge of a whole survey 

processing: organizing data on an area, processing and inverting them, presenting results 

and exploiting them further, creating new tools as project collaborators explain further 

needs they have concerning their own specialty. This is how I now see engineering 

working. This experience was really motivating, and I am planning to improve my skills by 

preparing a PhD in geophysics.  
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Résumé 

 

Le stage sur lequel porte ce rapport a pour sujet l’exploitation des données d’une 

campagne SkyTEM  en Antarctique, au sein d’HydroGeophysics Group (HGG). Il s’agit 

d’un bureau de recherche et d’ingénierie (Université d’Aarhus, Danemark) qui a mis au 

point le système géophysique d’électromagnétique aéroporté SkyTEM particulièrement 

efficace dans la cartographie d’eaux souterraines. Ce type de système émet un flux 

magnétique qui génère des courants de Foucault dans les formations conductrices du 

sous-sol, ce qui engendre en retour un champ magnétique secondaire. Celui-ci une fois 

mesuré et analysé permet de caractériser ce sol par sa résistivité. Ce dispositif héliporté 

utilise deux moments d’injection de courant permettant d’obtenir des informations à la fois 

sur la proche surface et sur les plus grandes profondeurs. Il a été utilisé pour SkyTEM 

Antarctica Project (qui fait partie de l’United States Antarctica Program de National 

Science Foundation), et a pour cible les vallées sèches (car non couvertes de glace) de 

McMurdo. Ses applications sont diverses, principalement géologiques et biologiques. Le 

traitement des données était particulier pour cette campagne de mesures : si les 

problèmes de couplages ne se posaient pas, les terrains extrêmement résistants 

composés de glace et de permafrost ne rendaient que très peu de signal. Il en a résulté 

des données très bruitées par endroits, où un traitement manuel du bruit s’est souvent 

montré nécessaire. Les résultats des inversions des données collectées sont cependant 

plutôt satisfaisants puisque la vallée Taylor est cartographiée dans son ensemble jusque 

sous les collines de permafrost la bordant, permettant ainsi une description de ces 

formations. Ils ont aussi permis la compréhension du système hydrologique de la vallée 

relié directement à la mer, en passant sous le permafrost, ainsi que la mise en évidence 

de l’infiltration d’eau de mer dans le volcan de l’île Ross. Si le glacier Taylor n’a pas donné 

de résultats satisfaisants dans son intégralité du fait de son épaisseur (rapidement plus de 

300 mètres de glace), les 6 premiers kilomètres en partant de sa base ont été 

correctement imagés, laissant voir la saumure sous jacente qui intéresse vivement les 

biologistes, et permettant d’évaluer son volume dans cette zone. Ce projet présenté au 

Near Surface Geoscience 2012 continuera par de nouvelles acquisitions sur le terrain fin 

2012. On peut imaginer que les résultats positifs obtenus par l’électromagnétique 

aéroporté lors de ce projet permettront de nouvelles applications de cette méthode. 
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Abstract 

 

The internship at HydroGeophysics Group (HGG) this report is related to concerns 

data processing of a SkyTEM campaign in Antarctica. HGG is a research and engineering 

group (Aarhus University, Denmark) which has developed an airborne electromagnetic 

geophysical system named SkyTEM, particularly efficient in groundwater mapping. This type 

of system emits a magnetic flux which generates Eddy currents in conductive formations of 

the ground, which in then generates a secondary magnetic field. Measuring and analyzing 

this field allows characterizing the ground resistivity. This helicopter-borne system uses a 

dual moment to obtain information on both the near surface and greater depths. It was used 

in SkyTEM Antarctica Project (part of the Unites States Antarctica Program of National 

Science Foundation), where target were the McMurdo Dry Valleys (dry because uncovered 

by ice). The project’s applications are diverse, mainly geological and biological. Data 

processing was particular for this survey: if coupling problems do not arise, very resistive 

formations of the ground like ice and permafrost produce very weak signal. This resulted in 

very noisy data in some places, and manual processing of noise was often necessary. 

However, inversion results of collected data are quite satisfactory since the Taylor Valley is 

completely mapped, even under the permafrost-made Kukri Hills bordering it, allowing a full 

description of these formations. They also enabled the understanding of the hydrological 

system of the valley, passing under the permafrost and being directly connected to the sea, 

and they demonstrate the seawater intrusion into the Ross Island volcano. Although Taylor 

Glacier has not yielded satisfactory results in its entirety because of its thickness (rapidly 

more than 300 meters of ice), the first 6 kilometers from its basis were properly imaged, 

revealing the underlying brine of special interest for biologists, and its volume in this area has 

been successfully estimated. This project, presented at Near Surface Geoscience 2012, will 

continue with new field acquisitions in late 2012. One can imagine that the positive results 

obtained by the airborne electromagnetic during this project will enable new applications of 

this method. 

 


